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THE most beautiful book on bags with 400 famous models from more than 80 luxury brands!

Céline, Chanel, Delvaux, Dior, Fendi, Gucci, Prada, Vuitton... Each bag is beautifully illustrated with high-quality photographs and accompanied by insightful text that unveils its unique features and allure. Delve into the world of famous designers, discover fascinating stories behind the creation of each iconic bag, explore the counterfeiting phenomenon, unravel the growing fascination for secondhand bags, and gain a glimpse into the craftsmanship involved in making these coveted masterpieces.

#Fashion #Art #Design

FOREIGN RIGHTS
Janice YIP
jyip@hachette-livre.fr
A young architect wanders Paris's central neighborhood before the construction of the Forum des Halles and the Centre Pompidou. For his capstone project, Jean Zetlaoui chose to work on Paris's central neighborhood at a crucial time in its history. The market-less Pavillons Baltard were still standing. A large lot full of cars awaited the future Centre Pompidou. Jean Zetlaoui created a photographic census of this neighborhood on hold. With some 200 photos, a third of which are in color, he developed an astonishing “temporary” and modular urbanization project in direct contact with the architectural utopias of the time.

#Urban renovation #Urban description #Modular architecture

FOREIGN RIGHTS
Pierre CHABARD
pierre.chabard@paris-lavillette.archi.fr

THE EDIFYING IMAGE
THE ROLE OF REFERENCE IMAGES IN ARCHITECTURE

An essay that sheds light on the mysterious relationship between architects and images, which shape their imaginations and inspire their projects.

Alone or in a series, manual or automatic, fixed or moving, internal or external to architecture: images are used from the very beginning of an architectural project to inspire, stimulate, instruct, presage, and give meaning. Between memory and anticipation, the architect evolves in a world of images: concrete and tangible images that can be collected, touched, or used as well as abstract or mental images that convey the architect’s developing vision, which is still hazy, vague, and intuitive.

#Architectural design #Esthetics

FOREIGN RIGHTS
Pierre CHABARD
pierre.chabard@paris-lavillette.archi.fr
32 major texts to explore the truant work of Michel Vernes, demanding historian and insatiable urban walker.

Convinced that poetic writing is more capable of reproducing an architectural element than photography, Michel Vernes (1940-2013) was truly a writer of architecture. Exceptionally rich, scholarly, and literary, his works – essentially articles and essays – were scattered to the winds for many years. Between art and architecture, city and landscape, these learned and unusual texts with their honed language invite us to explore roads less travelled where the mind learns by wandering.

#Urban history #Garden art #Domestic architecture
### CHILDREN’S BOOKS AND YOUNG ADULT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>ABC MELODY</strong></td>
<td>The Incredible World Tour of Bébert the Cat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Patoche &amp; Timmy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A Fantastic Schoolday</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BALIVERNES</strong></td>
<td>Listen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Marie-Rose-Marie’s Factory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A Big Quack-Quack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CASTERMAN</strong></td>
<td>Seeq &amp; Phind</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vito: The Feel-Good Dog</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dream Jobs Series</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UN CHAT LA NUIT</strong></td>
<td>The Rain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mirza Takes Off</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Around a Tree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>L’ÉCOLE DES LOISIRS</strong></td>
<td>Bat &amp; Flamingo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The Remarkables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FLAMMARION JEUNESSE</strong></td>
<td>Thomas Pesquet:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A Planet to Protect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GALLIMARD JEUNESSE</strong></td>
<td>The Cycle of Secrets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The Dream Boat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>My Animated Encyclopedia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GLÉNAT</strong></td>
<td>Tales of Fright Manor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>JOYVOX</strong></td>
<td>The Phantom of the Opera</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The Storm at Home</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The Little Theater of Tales</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LAROUSSE</strong></td>
<td>My Larousse Atlas of Animals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MAME</strong></td>
<td>Stories to Love Better</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MANGO</strong></td>
<td>The Big Hammock</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CHILDREN’S BOOKS AND YOUNG ADULT

MIJADE
> Cerise in Space
> Max the Little Red Tractor
> The Forest Secret

MILAN
> Travel
> Zorage

PASTEL
> Berk’s Box

PÈRE FOUETTARD
> A Little Kitty Cat
> Shipwreck
> The Taste of Freedom

ÉDITIONS DU RICOCHET
> Lena and Mega
> What’s Up with the Climate?
> Fantastic Ants

SALVATOR
> Francis of Assisi’s Christmas

LE VERGER DES HESPÉRIDES
> Goha, His Son, and His Donkey
> The Little Sorceress Who Sowed Tales
> Witches Can’t Fall in Love
**ABC MELODY**

**L'INCROYABLE TOUR DU MONDE DU CHAT BÉBERT**

*The joys of winter sports with Patoche and Timmy: a sled race with lots of sudden twists!*

Bébert the Cat leads a perfectly normal life as an alley cat. He has lots of friends, but his daily existence is missing some zest... But thanks to a raffle ticket from a charming Siamese damsel, all of that is about to change: Bébert is going on a world tour. There’s one condition: he’ll need to find a guide in each country from amongst hundreds of cats (over 700) and bring back souvenirs in his backpack. Meow!

#Travel #Cats #Country

**THE INCREDIBLE WORLD TOUR OF BÉBERT THE CAT**

*Buckle up your seatbelts! Bébert the Cat is taking us on a colorful world tour full of exciting encounters!*

Bébert the Cat is competing in a big sled race. Our two friends are off! Patoche has a state-of-the-art sled. The competition is fierce and not always sportsmanlike, but this isn’t our two champions’ first rodeo! Who will cross the finish line first?

The first work in Virginie Costa’s new series invites us to discover the joys of the mountains in a zany sled race full of plot twists, where bullying is gently cut down to size!

#Mountains #Winter sports #Solidarity
**ABC MELODY**

**A FANTASTIC SCHOOLDAY**

**UNE JOURNÉE D’ÉCOLE EXTRAORDINAIRE**

*Christophe Gillet (Text)*
*Jean-Luc Englebert (Illustrations)*

*Ages*: 3-6
*40 pages*
*25 x 20 cm*
*€ 15,50*
*9782350672571*

The parents return to school for a fantastic day! Marcel’s teacher always has good ideas. This morning, Ms. Aline tells the students her latest stroke of genius: she wants to invite the parents to their classroom for a special day called “My Parents Have Talent.” Awesome, Marcel will invite his dad, who's the best chocolate maker in town! It should be a great day: Anna’s dad collects license plates, Pablo’s mom is a crepe-making champion, and Carmen’s parents are going to come on a Harley-Davidson...

#School #Parents #Adventure

**FOREIGN RIGHTS**

*Maries HUGUET*
*marina.books.agent@gmail.com*

---

**BALIVERNES**

**LISTEN**

**ÉCOUTE**

*Paola Franceschini (Text)*
*Glenda Sburelin (Illustrations)*

*Ages*: 6-9 / All Ages
*48 pages*
*32,5 x 23,5 cm*
*€ 16,50*
*9782368362631*

Will you listen to Nature's song? Two gardens are located side-by-side: a little girl lives in one and a grumpy old man in the other. One day, their peace and quiet is disturbed by the arrival of big purple caterpillars that start to devour the plants. They each try to fight them in their own way. Neither one of them is able to defeat the invaders and they eventually abandon their gardens. But one little mole will manage to listen to Nature’s song and recognize beauty in all its forms...

#Nature #Garden #Ecology

**FOREIGN RIGHTS**

*Pierre CROOKS*
*foreign-rights@balivernes.com*
**MARIE-ROSE-MARIE’S FACTORY**

*LA FABRIQUE DE MARIE-ROSE-MARIE*

**Do you know how books are made?**

Today, my grandmother shared her greatest secret with me: her extraordinary factory, a land of imagination, inhabited by fireflies, pirates, and dragons. There, when she sits in her armchair, the factory’s wheels start to turn and the magic begins. Thanks to our creativity, characters come to life before our eyes and we spin a wonderful story together. A new book is born! One day, I’ll create like her too...

#Imagination #Book #Grandparent

---

**A BIG QUACK-QUACK**

*UN GROS COIN-COIN*

**A big Quack-Quack should be easy prey, right?**

Winter is almost over and there’s nothing to eat. While Fox is busy feeling sorry for himself, a “Quack Quack!” rings out from the other side of the forest. “Judging by the size of these footprints, that duck must weigh 20 pounds! But how can I catch it without getting pecked?” Never short on ideas, Fox finds Mrs. Weasel and tells her about his plan...

#Humor #Wolf #Trap
CASTERMAN

SEEQ & PHIND

CHERCH & TROUV

Picture Books - Activity/Game Books

In this book, seek and find two funny monsters named Seeq and Phind! A unique book with no words.

Seeq doesn’t want to be found. Phind doesn’t want anyone seeking for him. That’s why they have a whole collection of disguises. But they’re out of luck, because they’re both hidden in the pages of this book. And it’s your turn to find them!

#Game-book #Activity #Design

FOREIGN RIGHTS

Fabiana ANGELINI
f.angelini@ casterman.com

VITO: THE FEEL-GOOD DOG SERIES (VOL. 3)

THE BIG SLUUURPRISE

VITO LE CHIEN QUI DONNE LA PAPATTE PATATE (VOL. 3)

LA GROSSE SLUUURPRISE

Picture Books

Vito, the dog who will tickle your funny bone! The new feel-good series for children ages 3 and up... packed with humor, friends, and crazy adventures!

Today, Mimosa is very sad: besides not sleeping well last night, she’s feeling ho–hum and thinks life is positively glum. To help her change her mood, Vito decides to give her a big slurprise and take her to his favorite place, which will tickle her funny bone and have her giggling and wiggling her tail again in no time!

#Friendship #Dogs #Humor

FOREIGN RIGHTS

Fabiana ANGELINI
f.angelini@ casterman.com

CSIL (Text/Illustrations)

Ages: 6-9 / 9-12
48 pages
39.9 x 32.8 cm
€ 19.95
9782203244337

Rights sold: Simplified Chinese

权利售出: 简体中文
Rain doesn’t just fall. It plays, it laughs, it shivers. It takes on all the colors of life.

Through her simple and beautiful text, Elisa Rocchi shares the joy of rain with us. Her words will speak to young readers and adults, who will be reminded of childhood sensations. Through her sensitive brushstrokes, sometimes joyous and sometimes gray, but always lively and spirited, Giulia Torelli reveals the humor and poetry of her accomplice’s voice. But is her accomplice Elisa? Or the rain?

#Nature
UN CHAT LA NUIT

Mirza Takes Off
Mirza se fait la malle

A magnificent park, an old lady, and her dog Mirza. When some pigeons interfere with their walk, everything gets turned upside down. A magnificent park, an adorable old lady, her dog who is just as adorable (if a little crazy), and some pigeons. When Mirza, who is jealous of the birds, starts to chase them, everything spins out of control. A story without any words, created by Marion Sonet with artwork between Oriental prints and autumn hues. Readers will delight in strolling down this park’s golden and brown pathways.

#Friendship

Marion Sonet
40 pages
19 x 26 cm
€ 16,00
9782901157137

FOREIGN RIGHTS
Frédéric MAGNAN
frederic.magnan@unchatlanuit.fr

A great adventure in the heart of the forest with next to nothing: a twig, three leaves, and some imagination. A tree is growing. The boy is playing around and with it, on the edge of the forest. Emilia Conesa, the author and illustrator, attentively and tenderly observes her children’s secret games. Thanks to a linocut technique, she creates a poetic and enchanting world.

#Nature

Emilia Conesa
32 pages
16 x 24 cm
€ 14,50
9782901157069

FOREIGN RIGHTS
Frédéric MAGNAN
frederic.magnan@unchatlanuit.fr
A book to help children assert their individuality and see the people around them in a new light.

The Elastic Child, the King Child, the Crystal Child... Over the course of my travels, I've had the opportunity to meet all kinds of girls and boys, all different, all extraordinary! In this book, I've written down their stories, their superpowers, and everything that makes them special. Who knows? Maybe you're a Remarkable too...

#Portraits #Self-affirmation #Being different

Two characters who couldn't be more different, but who will learn to get along without prejudice.

It's springtime: hibernating season is over! Bat is sick and tired of his dark cave. He wants to see the outside world. He takes off and... BAM! He collides with Flamingo, a happy-go-lucky pink flamingo who loves the great outdoors, the sun, and pictures. Is it possible for such polar opposites to become friends? Sure! As long as they respect one another’s differences.

#Friendship #Being different #Seasons
THOMAS PESQUET: A PLANET TO PROTECT

Take off with Thomas Pesquet to the International Space Station!
Discover the astronauts’ missions, their life in space, and circle the world from the Cupola, an extraordinary observation lookout at over 400 kilometers in altitude. With breathtaking photos, Thomas Pesquet shares his passion for our blue planet and gives young readers the keys to understanding major environmental topics. Because it is essential to understand climate change to better fight it.

#Space #Ecology #Earth

THE CYCLE OF SECRETS (VOL. 1)

Castes, impossible loves, illusions, alliances, and transgressions in the heart of a dark and fascinating world.
In the city of Aletheia, Lora belongs to the sailors’ clan. Isolated, the young girl tries to find her place within murky political games, between betrayals and murderous plots. But in the shadows, another danger is threatening Aletheia: the Magicians are waging a merciless battle. Equinox, the most ambitious of all, received her formidable gifts from an ancient mask and nourishes her powers with her victims’ secrets. One evening, Equinox comes into contact with Lora. She has a secret to tell...
GALLIMARD JEUNESSE

THE DREAM BOAT
LE BATEAU RÊVE

Picture Books

An album like an adventure, with rich images full of details to observe. An escape to dreamland!
One morning, Idriss wakes up still immersed in the dream he had during the night. With his friend Simona, he decides to build an extraordinary machine, a winged ship with which they will explore the realm of the night! Meeting the firebird, becoming tiny in a giant city or giants in the smallest of worlds, flying above the Milky Way... But even after such a fabulous journey, it is always nice to come back home and be reunited with one's friends.

#Adventures #Dreams #Imagination

FOREIGN RIGHTS
Julia CHARLES
julia.charles@gallimard-jeunesse.fr

GALLIMARD JEUNESSE

MY ANIMATED ENCYCLOPEDIA
MON ENCYCLOPÉDIE ANIMÉE

Non-Fiction Picture Books

A richly animated encyclopedia to satisfy children's burgeoning curiosity on topics ranging from the very familiar to the very far away.
A great illustrated encyclopedia to explore 16 fields stimulating young children's curiosity and setting the groundwork to enrich their knowledge. More than 180 questions and answers and just as many flaps provide an experience that is both rich and interactive. Beautifully detailed and vivid illustrations by the best contemporary illustrators immerse young readers in captivating double pages full of information.

#Animals #Sports #Science

FOREIGN RIGHTS
Fabrice PHILIPPE
fabrice.philippe@gallimard-jeunesse.fr
**TALES OF FRIGHT MANOR (VOL. 1)**  
WERE-VAMPIRE  
LES CONTES DU MANOIR FRA YEUR (VOL. 1)  
GAROU VAMPIRE  

Loïc Clément (Text)  
Julien Arnal (Illustrations)  
Ages: 3-6 / 6-9  
40 pages  
26,5 x 19,8 cm  
€ 12,50  
9782344057056

**FOREIGN RIGHTS**  
Chiara RINALDI  
chiara.rinaldi@glenat.com

---

**THE PHANTOM OF THE OPERA**  
LE FANTÔME DE L’OPÉRA  

An adaptation of Gaston Leroux's unforgettable and spellbinding tale for your eyes and ears!  
There's a Phantom lurking in the Paris Opera House. Nobody believes it, but Meg, a young opera rat who likes to snoop around, knows it's true. She's heard his marvelous voice while he's rehearsing Christine, the beautiful singer. Madly in love with the young woman, the Phantom can't stand the fact that she loves another man, Raoul. And just as the lovers plan to elope, Christine mysteriously disappears. Curious and clever, Meg explores every nook and cranny of the Opera House. Will she find her?  

#Musical tale  

Catherine Washbourne  
(Adaptation of)  
Hélène Druvert (Illustrations)  
Ages: 6-9 / 9-12  
40 pages  
22 x 28,5 cm  
€ 25,00  
9781419720864

---

**FOREIGN RIGHTS**  
Laurie JESSON  
laurie@rightstory.fr
Rediscover 4 emblematic tales with a lively and topical take.

This CD-book invites your child to rediscover the stories of “Goldilocks and the Three Bears.” But also “The Ugly Duckling,” “Little Red Riding Hood,” and “Hop-o’-My-Thumb,” read by four actor-singers. Musical refrains throughout make the stories accessible and endearing. These tales have been re-written by Karine Lazard, evoking essential themes such as self-confidence, accepting differences, bravery, and caution.

#Stories

In this musical tale for children, each character will help the boy to grow up and understand that he isn’t his parents’ “storm.”

In the musical tale The Storm at Home, we enter into Arthur’s poetic imagination. Alongside him, we experience all of his emotional stages. Like a sailor setting sail, he heads out to seek a shell that can swallow up his parents’ domestic storm. He meets many characters, such as a healing octopus and Bernard the hermit crab, who sucks up harmful thoughts. The Storm at Home enables parents and children to talk about a subject that isn’t always easy with images and music.

#Musical tale

Catherine Verlaguet (Text)
Mathilde Bédouet (Illustrations)

Ages: 3-6 / 6-9
48 pages
21 x 20 cm
€ 15,90
9782490066179
**MY LAROUSSE ATLAS OF ANIMALS**

**MON ATLAS LAROUSSE DES ANIMAUX**

**Non-Fiction Picture Books**

An atlas with flaps to discover, continent by continent, the life and environment of all animals on our planet.

For each continent:
- a beautiful opening page to dive into the continent’s atmosphere and colors
- a “geographical” map to reference while looking at the animal pages
- pages about how animals live together in different settings: rivers, the sea, the savannah, the steppes, the mountains, etc.
- stories and records of astonishing animals: the alligator turtle, the pygmy owl, the marsupial cat...
- big illustrated pages and small informative texts in colorful boxes; a subtle mix of text and images.

**FOREIGN RIGHTS**

Christine SCHOLZ
cscholz@larousse.fr

---

**STORIES TO LOVE BETTER**

**THE 5 LOVE LANGUAGES EXPLAINED TO CHILDREN!**

**HISTOIRES POUR MIEUX AIMER LES 5 LANGAGES DE L’AMOUR EXPLIQUÉS AUX ENFANTS!**

**Picture Books**

5 stories to be read as a family to learn to better love each other and ourselves.

5 stories to illustrate 5 ways to show love and feel loved:
- giving cuddles and kisses: physical touch
- saying nice things: words of affirmation
- little attentions: giving/receiving gifts
- helping: acts of service
- having a nice time together: quality time

5 charming and funny stories, with mischievous and lively illustrations and pedagogical pages (the parents’ corner, the kids’ corner, and a little refrain!)

#Love #Gratitude #Positive education

---

**HISTOIRES POUR MIEUX AIMER LES 5 LANGAGES DE L’AMOUR EXPLIQUÉS AUX ENFANTS!**

Marie Bahurel (Text)
Jenny Wren (Illustrations)

Ages: 3-6
56 pages
22.5 x 27.0 cm
€ 14.90
9782728934324

---

**FOREIGN RIGHTS**

Marion GIRONA
m.girona@fleuruseditions.com
THE BIG HAMMOCK
LE GRAND HAMAC

The irresistible duo formed by Armelle Modéré and Amélie Videlo is back with a book full of humor and tenderness.
After a hot day in the jungle, Brady just wants to crawl into his hammock and have a nice nap. Little does he know that a bunch of animals are already in his hammock, bound and determined to play all night long! Will the sloth finally enjoy some peace and quiet?

#Friendship #Humor

A story full of humor, in which little girls aren’t short on ideas or courage when it comes to taking on bad guys.
Cerise lives on a tiny planet with her parents. When her mother asks her to take some cakes to her ailing grandmother, the little girl accepts gladly and hops into her super space vessel. On her way to Planet Granny, she encounters another vessel and naively reveals her destination to its pilot. Without a moment’s hesitation, he also heads toward Planet Granny. There is a grandmother to capture, and a little girl to devour! Watch out for the Molf, Cerise!

#Space #Tale #Parody
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Foreign Rights</th>
<th>Email</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Antoine LABYE</td>
<td><a href="mailto:antoine@mijade.be">antoine@mijade.be</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MAX THE LITTLE RED TRACTOR
**MAX LE PETIT TRACTEUR ROUGE**

Laurence Bourguignon (Text)  
David B. Draper (Illustrations)

**Picture Books**

A book about life on a farm from the perspective of a little red tractor.

Max the little tractor has just come out of the factory and is very impatient to get to work on the farm. But life there is truly different from life in the store. You have to get up early, plough the fields, sow barley and oats... not to mention that his beautiful red paint risks getting splotched and splattered!

#Tractor #Farm #Learning

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author (Text)</th>
<th>Illustrator</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Dimensions</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Rights Sold</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MAX THE LITTLE RED TRACTOR</td>
<td>Laurence Bourguignon</td>
<td>David B. Draper</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>22.5 x 27.5 cm</td>
<td>€15.00</td>
<td>9782807701670</td>
<td>Slovenian, Russian (world except Ukraine)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### THE FOREST SECRET
**LE SECRET DE LA FORÊT**

Luc Foccroulle (Text)  
Annick Masson (Illustrations)

**Picture Books**

Mushrooms, roots, earthworms: Grandpa sure knows a lot about nature!

Back at her grandfather’s house for vacation, Lily is thrilled to take walks in the forest. And Grandpa loves to share his knowledge with her. He would particularly like his granddaughter to meet Great Oak, his favorite tree, who has numerous secrets to pass on to Lily as well.

#Forest #Grandparents #Ecology
Elsa Fouquier (Illustrations)
Series: Livre-tissu
Ages: 0-3
8 pages
25 x 25 cm
€ 22.50
9782408046927

A book for awakening Baby’s senses and curiosity.
In this big cloth book, Baby is invited to travel under the sea, in the forest, up in the sky, on the ice floe... Elsa Fouquier’s elegant and contrasted images are perfect for gently discovering the world.
#Awakening #Curiosity #Senses

FOREIGN RIGHTS
Émilie COULETTE
emilie.coulette@groupebayard.com

Maud Begon (Illustrations)
Series: TILT
Ages: 6-9
96 pages
15 x 20 cm
€ 10.90
9782408033132
Rights sold: Catalan, Simplified Chinese, Traditional Chinese, German, Korean, Slovenian, Vietnamese

A strong heroine in a fascinating world.
Panic in the world of city fairies and forest fairies: they’re gradually fading... When Zorage, the rebellious fairy with a funny crest on her head, realizes that her hands are becoming transparent, she decides to get to the bottom of this curse. She visits the library of suspended thoughts, dares to consult the Spirit-Who-Knows-Everything, asks children at recess. She will relentlessly ask questions, think, lose patience... until she discovers the unthinkable!
#Rebellious fairy #Self-confidence #Modernity

FOREIGN RIGHTS
Émilie COULETTE
emilie.coulette@groupebayard.com
At nighttime, the lights in the bookstore go out. But the Cat's shadow is stretching...

At nighttime, the lights in the bookstore go out. But for some, the adventure is just beginning! Purring, sleeping, pouncing, and meeting unexpected friends, the Cat explores every corner of the bookstore... A feline and literary stroll for those who love cats and books.

#Reading

**BERK’S BOX**

La boîte à Berk

Julien Béziat (Text/illustrations)

Ages: 3-6
40 pages
21 x 29.5 cm
€ 13.50
9782211332033

Quick, quick!
The other day, something terrible happened. Berk and his friends were playing hide-and-seek in front of the house. Berk was really proud of his hiding place: he snuck into the mailbox. Then Trouillette joined him. But strangely, there was no more noise outside. And it was impossible to get back out of the mailbox. Did their friends forget about them?

#Cuddly toy #Hide-and-seek #Fear

**PÈRE FOUETTARD**

A LITTLE KITTY CAT

Liubka (Text/illustrations)

32 pages
23 x 23 cm
€ 14.00
9782371651081

FOREIGN RIGHTS

Inès SAADANI
ines@perefouettard.fr

FOREIGN RIGHTS

Muriel D'OULTREMONT
pastel.doultremont@ecoledesloisirs.com
PÈRE FOUETTARD

NAUFRAGE

Céline Claire (Text)
Lisa Guisquier (Illustrations)

48 pages
25 x 35 cm
€ 19,00
9782371651074

Pierre isn’t scared of the storm. He is excited because his cupboards are empty. But this time there’s a survivor. Everything is about to change.
The wind is rising on the coast and Pierre is watching the sky. He isn’t scared of the impending storm. He is full of hope, because his cupboards are empty. Whenever there’s a storm, he and his grandfather hope that boats will wreck so they can get supplies. But one day, the storm brings a survivor, Agathe. She has lost her family so they take her in. But when supplies run low again, they wonder if they can continue living this way...

#Friendship #Refugee

FOREIGN RIGHTS
Inès SAADANI
ines@perefouettard.fr

THE TASTE OF FREEDOM

LE GOÛT DE LA LIBERTÉ

Louna Demir (Text)
Jesuso Ortiz (Illustrations)

20 pages
25 x 25 cm
€ 9,00
9782371650947

What does freedom taste like?
Sweet, bitter, smooth, fresh… What does freedom taste like? This delightful book with delicate illustrations attempts to answer that question.

#Freedom

FOREIGN RIGHTS
Inès SAADANI
ines@perefouettard.fr

Picture Books

www.perefouettard.fr
A story that speaks to those who nurture a strong relationship with children who are not their own, encouraging imagination and self-confidence. Lena is a little girl who loves to draw. But one day, something makes her lose confidence in herself and in her creativity. The following night, she ventures on an extraordinary journey with Mega, the whale. Together, they visit galaxies and discover the unusual and fascinating world of art.

#Creativity #Art #Imagination

WHAT’S UP WITH THE CLIMATE?
OÙ VA LE CLIMAT?

A book to understand everything about climate change, a hot topic that often doesn’t seem to make much sense.

Climate change is a hot topic that often doesn’t seem to make much sense. Will there really be more storms in the future? What is the 2 degrees Celsius limit we’re always hearing about? Is the IPCC a cult? Where do greenhouse gases really come from? What should you reply when someone says, “But it’s not warming up, it’s actually getting colder”?

#Global warming #Civic engagement
ÉDITONS DU RICOCHET

FANTASTIC ANTS
MYRMÉCOLOGIE

FOURMIDABLES FOURMIS
MYRMÉCOLOGIE

Fleur Daugey (Text)
Émilie Vanvolsem (Illustrations)

Series: Ohé la Science!
Ages: 6-9
40 pages
27 x 21 cm
€ 14.50
9782352633952

The latest title (the 21st!) in our well-known “Hello Animals” series, sold in over 5 languages.
Ants are absolute masters of adaptation and survival. They have conquered all the continents. They survived the meteorites that killed off the dinosaurs. They can carry 50 times their own weight. What is their secret? How do they manage and coordinate themselves?

#Ants’ behavior #Ants’ life cycle

FOREIGN RIGHTS
Natalie VOCK-VERLEY
droits-etrangers@editions-salvator.com

SALVATOR

FRANCIS OF ASSISI’S CHRISTMAS
LE NOËL DE FRANÇOIS D’ASSISE

Éloi Leclerc (Text)
Clémence Meynet (Illustrations)

Ages: 6-9
38 pages
18 x 23 cm
€ 12.90
9782706723339

In this book for children, Éloi Leclerc tells the story of the first living nativity as imagined by Francis of Assisi.

#Christmas #Assisi #Nativity

FOREIGN RIGHTS
François HILAIRE
droits-etrangers@editions-salvator.com

In this book for children, Éloi Leclerc tells the story of the first living nativity as imagined by Francis of Assisi.
Jordi, a student at an ordinary middle school, is about to topple into the land of tales and books. Why are a little sorceress and a vampire on this adventure?

Ever since Lucie, a storyteller, came to speak at Jordi’s school, the middle schooler’s life has been full of mysteries. Is the librarian a distant cousin to Dracula? Will Jordi succeed in attracting Louna’s attention? Jordi will switch to the land of tales, where whimsical characters mingle in imaginary journeys. This novel calls us to dream and share; it resonates as a tribute to the peddlers of the stories that help us grow.

#Investigation #Friendship #Tale

Is it possible to please everybody? A bilingual French-Arabic tale with a CD and a QR code. This traditional Egyptian tale full of humor illustrates the fact that it is impossible to please everybody. To move forward in life, you don’t always have to take other people’s opinions into account.

#Tolerance #Adventure #Tradition
WITCHES CAN'T FALL IN LOVE
LES SORCIÈRES NE TOMBENT PAS AMoureuses

Contrary to popular belief, one witch will discover and prove that she has a heart.

How is a stunted and failed witch supposed to become powerful? A prophecy has revealed that a witch who loves and is loved in return will receive fabulous powers. But who would ever fall in love with a witch? Everybody knows that witches don't have a heart. Thus begins an unbelievable journey for this little witch. Along with a romantic vulture and an old one-eyed cat, she will overcome her greatest fears and fight princesses more devilish than witches to achieve the impossible: to find love!

#Humor #Funny adventures #Solidarity
## Comic Books and Graphic Novels

### Bayard
- Fortuna

### La Boîte à Bulles
- Episteme
- Bela Lugosi: Greatness and Decadence of the Immortal Dracula

### Casterman
- Chumbo
- A Middle-Eastern Education
- Golden West

### Dupuis
- Charlie and the Body Factory

### Glénat
- Misty

### Les Humanoïdes Associés
- Megalodon

### Le Lombard
- Hack the Skin

**BIEF 150 Ans Bureau International de l’Édition Française**
Apprentice witch under pressure... Fortuna, an apprentice witch, comes from a long line of renowned witches in the field of divination. In the witch world, everyone is born with a predisposition for one of the five branches of witchcraft: astrology, divination, demonology, herbology, or alchemy. She will have to learn to develop her skills alongside two other apprentices...

#Magic #Witch #Friends/family

A dive into the History of the sciences and ideas, starting with its birth during Antiquity... How did we come to want to understand the universe? What are the origins of science? Who were the first scientists to develop theories for interpreting the world? So many essential questions for understanding the current world and its origins...

#Science #History #Education
The masterpiece of the season: a Brazilian saga spanning over 60 years.

In the Minas Gerais region, the opulent patriarch Oswaldo Wallace rules over his mines with authority. His two sons are only a year apart but couldn’t be more different: the first, aligned with the political left, becomes a journalist and a writer, while the second supports the military that exercises authoritarian power during the “years of lead” – “chumbo” in Portuguese. Drawing on his own family history, Matthias Lehmann creates a grand satirical and political tale set in 20th-century Brazil.

#Brazil #Family #Dictatorship

**BELA LUGOSI: GREATNESS AND DECADENCE OF THE IMMORTAL DRACULA**

A biography chronicling the tumultuous personal and professional life of the horror icon Bela Lugosi.

The tragic life story of one of horror’s iconic film stars, a young Hungarian activist forced to flee his homeland after the failed Communist revolution in 1919. Having reinvented himself in the U.S., first on stage and then in film, he landed the role of Count Dracula in what would become a series of classic feature films. Lugosi’s stardom was assured, but with fame came setbacks and addictions... This is also the story of the actor’s fall from grace and enduring legacy.

#Actor #Dracula #Horror
A middle-eastern education
Une éducation orientale

One author's project to reconstruct his memory and those of departed loved ones while bringing them back to life through drawing. It's certainly not easy to define yourself when you were born in Baghdad to a Greek mother and an Armenian father and grew up in Beirut until the age of 16, just before the outbreak of the Lebanese Civil War. By recalling his own memories and reconstructing his family history, Charles Berberian invites us along on his journey back to his roots in the most personal and universal book of his entire oeuvre.

#Biography #Family #History

Golden West
GOLDEN WEST

An epic western centered around the figure of Geronimo, by the master of realistic comic book artists. Geronimo... The name of the most famous Apache warrior evokes the legend of the Wild West and stands as a timeless symbol of resistance, not only against the inhumane oppression of the white invader but also against all forms of materialistic exploitation of nature. Here, Christian Rossi depicts the life of this man filled with contradictions, mysticism, and trivialities.

#Germany
### Witch Club

La Bruja, the oldest and most powerful witch on the Council, wants to cast, against the warnings of her sisters, "a revolutionary spell that will bring magic into a new era"! But just as she is about to perform this new spell, she disappears under strange circumstances. To make matters worse, her unsupervised pet demon, Barbouillard, accidentally summons the Devil himself! Sorority, fantasy, and humor are on the menu of this “Witch Club,” a story that will delight young fans of the genre!

**The Witch Club is shaking on its foundations!**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cédric Mayen (Script writer)</th>
<th>Sandra Cardona (Drawings)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ages: 9-12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>112 pages</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19 x 25 cm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>€ 15.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9782505119722</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Charlie and the Body Factory

In an overcrowded city of the future, Charlie—a young man full of good intentions—works for a company called Recycle & Ternel, whose slogan is “Recycling for Bodies.” Charlie’s job is to answer calls from people asking how their deceased relatives can be “repurposed.” One day, he gets a call from a boy who wants to know what has happened to his mother’s soul. Not knowing the answer, Charlie begins to investigate...

**In an overcrowded city of the future, Charlie—a young man full of good intentions—works for a company called Recycle & Ternel.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kid Toussaint (Script writer)</th>
<th>Guarino (Drawings)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ages: 12-15 / YA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128 pages</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24 x 32 cm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>€ 26.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9791034761234</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Rights sold:

- Brazil

---

**FOREIGN RIGHTS**

- Eva ROWENCZYN
  eva.rowenczyn@mediatoon.com
**Misty (Vol. 1)**  
**The Awakening of the Dragon**

**Brume (Vol. 1)**  
**Le Réveil du Dragon**

**YA Comic Books - Humor**

Apprentice witch: believing in yourself is the most powerful spell of all!

In a medieval town, the great witch Naïa who has always protected the locals has disappeared. Misty, an apprentice witch, finds Naïa’s book of spells and decides to use its magic to ensure the safety of her village, which is threatened by the Dragon of Mont Santo. Along with her pig Hubert, she does her best to protect her friends and neighbors, although her clumsy spells often do more harm than good. Luckily, Hubert has also learned a bit of witchcraft in order to clean up after his mistress.

#Witch #Humor #Magic

**FOREIGN RIGHTS**

Olivier GALLU  
olivier.galli@glenat.com

**Rights sold:** Sweden, Denmark, Ukraine  
**Sales in France:** 35,000 copies

---

**Redeem**

**Megalodon**

**MEGALODON**

**Adult Comic Books - Action/Adventure**

Rediscover your animal instinct with the greatest predator of the prehistoric seas: the Megalodon!

During the Miocene era, a young megalodon is trying to re-claim the alpha position from “the scarred one.” But the male in question is violent and clever, and the young megalodon soon finds himself excluded from the group. He will have to learn to survive alone, in an ocean full of countless dangers.

#Shark #Survival #Ocean

**Christophe Bec (Script writer)**  
**Paolo Antiga (Drawings)**

**Ages:** Adults / All Ages  
104 pages  
24 x 32 cm  
€ 22.00  
9782731630176

**FOREIGN RIGHTS**

Edmond LEE  
edmond.lee@humano.com
Three queer people in a polyamorous relationship with its highs and lows, feelings and hopes, live in a world on the verge of fascism.

Lyon, France, in a future that is not so out of reach that it blends with our current times. The far right is more and more prominent, and the city is overflowing with tensions. Three queer people in a polyamorous relationship with its highs and lows, feelings and hopes, live in a world on the verge of fascism. We follow them for a night, as a group and within their community, as they fight for their rights from a hacker space, until a far-right militia comes after them.

#LGBTQIA+
LIFESTYLE, LEISURE, WELL-BEING

ALBIN MICHEL
> Mentor: Method & Recipes for Everyday Cooking

EYROLLES
> Easy Granny Squares

HACHETTE PRATIQUE
> Hot Regressive Cuisine

HOËBEKE
> Japanese Screen Cuisine

LAROUSSE
> The School of Confectionery: The Cordon Bleu
> Breaking Free from Your Toxic Self

MANGO
> 365 Easy Characters

LA PLAGE
> The Lazy Cookbook
**MENTOR: METHOD & RECIPES FOR EVERYDAY COOKING**

Philippe Etchebest (Text)

320 pages
20,2 x 25 cm
€ 22,90
9782226488510

Rights sold: China

*The principles of the Mentor method created by the chef, plus over 100 easy-to-make recipes!*

This new edition is a comprehensive practical guide for all cooking enthusiasts, whether you are a beginner or not. It covers:
- Managing and organizing your work space;
- More than 100 everyday recipes, with sections on Preserving, Preparing in advance, and Food and wine pairing;
- 7 new recipes based on responses to a questionnaire sent out to the chef’s community;
- 10 new sauce recipes.

#Recipes #Method #Advice

---

**EASY GRANNY SQUARES 10 ENDLESSLY REPRODUCIBLE SQUARES TO CROCHET**

Hyllam Lefèvre

96 pages
19 x 23 cm
€ 15,50
9782416012143

Rights sold: English

Sales in France: 1,200 copies

*Granny squares for true beginners!*

10 designs of simple and all-new granny squares are explained with step-by-step instructions and photos. All the necessary points and techniques are outlined for crochet beginners. 5 fashion and decoration designs are then explained step-by-step using the first squares: you just have to play with the colors and combinations to obtain infinite results.

#Granny squares #Crochet #Needlework
**HACHETTE PRATIQUE**

**HOT REGRESSIVE CUISINE**

This master chef shares how to create badass haute cuisine at home.

Discover 100 recipes from Paul Delrez, the badass chef of social media, who divides his time between Brussels, Alicante, his family, and his cooking! Seafood, meat, pasta, pizzas, sauces, and desserts: each recipe is more original than the last, combining flavor, freshness, and explosive personality. This cookbook is perfect for foodies, aspiring chefs, and anyone who loves to cook and experiment with new recipes.

#Cooking #Gastronomy #Lifestyle

---

**FOREIGN RIGHTS**

Janice YIP
jyip@hachette-livre.fr

---

**HOËBEKE**

**JAPANESE SCREEN CUISINE**

Eat like the characters you watch on the screen and feast on food scenes from Japanese films, television series, and anime!

Enjoy the tan-men soup from *Midnight Diner* one day, and the Japanese risotto from *Princess Mononoke* the next; and don’t forget about Tampopo’s ramen. Watching scenes of cooking and eating is one thing, but why not make the dishes yourself? To guide you, *Japanese Screen Cuisine* features more than 60 simple and varied recipes illustrated by 50 studio photos and stills from your favorite movies.

#Cooking #Japanese #Movies

---

**FOREIGN RIGHTS**

Mathilde BARROIS-FISCHER
mathilde.barrois@gallimard-loisirs.fr
**THE SCHOOL OF CONFECTIONERY: THE CORDON BLEU**

*L’ÉCOLE DE LA CONFISERIE - LE CORDON BLEU*

**Food and Drink**

Discover the secrets of confectioners and chocolatiers with the famous Cordon Bleu school!

The School of Confectionery with 320 step-by-step photos. Hard candies, nougats, calissons, caramels, truffles, pralines, mendiants, marshmallows... What if you could make them yourself? The Cordon Bleu school is opening its doors to you: discover all the necessary techniques for creating your favorite sweet treats!

#Confectionery

---

**BREAKING FREE FROM YOUR TOXIC SELF**

*SE LIBÉRER DE SON MOI TOXIQUE*

**Lifestyle**

Enough resignation, it’s time to exist!

The inner enemy, the toxic self, “making” one’s own unhappiness: different facets of the same theme at the heart of mainstream psychology and personal development. Written by a clinical psychologist and therapist.

#Personal development

---

**FOREIGN RIGHTS**
Christine SCHOLZ
cscholz@larousse.fr

---

**FOREIGN RIGHTS**
Christine SCHOLZ
cscholz@larousse.fr
365 EASY CHARACTERS
365 PERSONNAGES FACILES

Learn how to draw with a bestselling author!
If you want to get better at drawing, you have to do it every day. Follow the steps to sketch out each model in the book yourself with a few pencil strokes. The first ones are very simple. Progressively, the models become more complex. You will learn, step by step, how to draw hands, capture facial expressions, construct a chest, shade, create an increasingly realistic drawing, and more... A whole gallery of characters to draw in 365 days!

#Drawing #Step by step

FOREIGN RIGHTS
Janice YIP
jyip@hachette-livre.fr

LE BON GOÛT DE LA FLEMME
THE LAZY COOKBOOK

Over 70 recipes for lazy cooks.
Are you the type who dreads grocery shopping, despises kitchen time, and loathes doing dishes, yet craves gourmet delights? This book is for you! With 70+ no-fuss, visually stunning recipes, indulge in mouthwatering dishes using minimal ingredients, effort, and post-cooking cleanup. Say goodbye to “can’t be bothered” and embrace culinary simplicity with Mégane’s delightful recipes.

#Cooking #Vegan #Laziness

FOREIGN RIGHTS
Marion GIRONA
m.girona@fleuruseditions.com
LITERATURE AND FICTION

ALBIN MICHEL
- Psychopomp

BUCHET CHASTEL
- The Source

CALMANN-LÉVY
- The Silence and the Anger
- Angélique
- The Insolent Ones

EYROLLES
- Kilometer Zero

FAYARD
- Gare Saint-Lazare

FLAMMARION
- Gravity Free

GALLIMARD
- Okavango
- Panorama

JC LATTÈS
- Women’s Time
- You Know Nothing About Me
- We Were Wolves

LIBRETTO
- Checking the Opposite Door

VERDIER
- Not Everyone Is Lucky Enough to Like Stuffed Carp
- Backfire
- The Two Streams

VERTICALES
- Love
Amélie Nothomb

162 pages
13 x 20 cm
€ 18,90
9782226485618

Rights sold: Germany, Sweden, The Netherlands
Sales in France: 100,000 copies

To write is to fly.
Beginning with a tale, Amélie Nothomb explains how she has always identified with birds. Through this metaphor, she gives us a very personal yet very violent account of her youth, traveling the world with her parents, seeking and finally finding her voice.

#Birds #Travel #Death

FOREIGN RIGHTS
Solène CHABANAIS
solene.chabanais@albin-michel.fr

PSYCHOPOMP

Novels/Fiction

LES SOURCES

Marie-Hélène Lafon

128 pages
13 x 19 cm
€ 16,50
9782283036600

Rights sold: Italy, Spain, Catalonia, Sweden, Denmark, The Netherlands, Germany, Poland
Sales in France: 57,000 copies

The life of a family in the 1960s living in the Cantal region, far from everyone else.
The Source is a fictional story featuring the author’s family. We are in the 1960s, in the Cantal region. A family lives there, far from everyone else: parents and their three children. In three tableaux, Marie-Hélène Lafon retraces their life: in June 1967, we venture into their oppressive and tense private life. In 1974, we hear the monologue of the father who is now divorced. Then today, we see the youngest daughter return for the last time to the family farm, which she is preparing to sell.

#Family

FOREIGN RIGHTS
Christine BONNARD LEGRAND
christine.bonnardlegrand@libella.fr

www.libella.fr
Pierre Lemaitre’s new masterpiece.
This is the story of an ogre made of concrete, a fall in a stairway, a homeware show, a difficult pregnancy, the survivor of Charleville-Paris, the cleanliness of French women, “Soaps from the Middle East, Soaps for the Elite,” 20,000 francs passing from hand to hand, the revival of a judicial case, the death of a village, the mysterious Professor Keller, a boxer in love, Joseph the cat, waters inexorably rising, the confessions of Destouches the engineer, a car accident. And three great loves.

#Society #Family #History

Feverish, surprising, uplifting: a labyrinth of emotions where nothing is certain from one page to the next.
Christmas 2021, Paris. Matthias Taillefer wakes up in the hospital after a heart attack. A stranger is playing the cello by his bed. Her name is Louise Collange, a student volunteer who plays for the patients. When she learns that Matthias is a cop, she asks him to take on a special case. Hesitant at first, he finally agrees to help her. Thus begins an extraordinary investigation where the secret resides in the life we might have lived, the love we might have known, the place we hope to find…

#Thriller #Paris #Venice
How far would you go to save a friend?
The CFO for a rapidly expanding startup, Maëlle’s life is a mad dash with no room for dreams, until the day her best friend asks her for a massive life-or-death favor. Maëlle accepts in spite of herself and travels to Nepal, where climbing Annapurna proves to be a life-changing experience. Over the course of a spiritual journey and encounters that upend all her certainties, Maëlle learns the secrets of true happiness and how to transform her life. But will she be able to save her friend?

#Inspiring #Initiation #Nepal

A subtle reflection on our aspirations, loneliness, and the absurdity of contemporary society.
Alex, Margot, and Jacques are inseparable. But Alex, a film composer, has decided to leave Paris. She is finally fulfilling her dream of living elsewhere, and alone. But her friends, who had promised to visit, make excuses and her excitement gives way to an overwhelming feeling of loneliness. Then there’s Leo, a young man trying to piece his life back together after being assaulted, wandering the beach in search of Alex, whom he can’t stop thinking about since they briefly crossed paths.

#Loneliness #Contemporary society #Brittany

Les Insolents
THE INSOLENT ONES
LES INSOLENTS

THE INSOLENT ONES
LES INSOLENTS

A subtle reflection on our aspirations, loneliness, and the absurdity of contemporary society.
Alex, Margot, and Jacques are inseparable. But Alex, a film composer, has decided to leave Paris. She is finally fulfilling her dream of living elsewhere, and alone. But her friends, who had promised to visit, make excuses and her excitement gives way to an overwhelming feeling of loneliness. Then there’s Leo, a young man trying to piece his life back together after being assaulted, wandering the beach in search of Alex, whom he can’t stop thinking about since they briefly crossed paths.

#Loneliness #Contemporary society #Brittany
In the concourse of Gare Saint-Lazare, a man is waiting for his past to reawaken.

A man revisits his childhood and adolescence in the concourse of Gare Saint-Lazare and the crowded streets and cafés around the station. This was his entry point into Paris. This is where he left for boarding school. Where he wandered to avoid returning to his mother’s house, who wasn’t always happy to see him. Where he fell in love. As though the condensed contemplation of the world that all train stations represent had always been a refuge for him, offering the hope of reconciliation.

#Melancholy #Waiting #Hope

How do you become the youngest Frenchman to take off for the Space Station?

For the first time, Thomas Pesquet tells his story directly, in a very personal tale that is both humorous and surprising. He takes us behind the scenes from training to be an astronaut to the thrill of takeoff, shares the daily life of his 396 days at the ISS, and marvels at discovering our fragile planet while floating in space. An autobiography that reads like an adventure novel, whose hero has become one of France’s favorite celebrities.

#Testimony #Astronaut #Planet
**Blanche Lilia Hassaine**

**240 pages**  
14 x 20,5 cm  
€ 20,00  
9782073035059

Rights sold: Japanese, Greek, Albanian, Korean offer  
Sales in France: 51,000 copies  
Awards: Prix Renaudot des Lycéens

**OKAVANGO**

**Caryl Férey**  
Series: Série noire  
544 pages  
14 x 20,5 cm  
€ 21,00  
9782072942525

Rights sold: Japanese, Greek  
Sales in France: 57,000 copies

**Crime/Mystery**

A gripping thriller set in the heart of the African reserves, **Okavango** is also a hymn to the beauty of the wild world and the urgent need to let it be.  
Fervently committed to the fight against poaching, the ranger Solanah Betwase is accustomed to seeing dead and mutilated bodies, both human and animal. But when a young man is found dead in the heart of an animal reserve at the Namibian border, she knows the investigation won’t be easy. Especially because John Latham, the reserve’s owner, is complex to say the least. Friend or foe? Solanah must deal with her doubts and some very bad news: the Scorpion, the worst poacher in Africa, is back...

#Thriller

**OKAVANGO**

**PANORAMA**

**Blanche Lilia Hassaine**  
240 pages  
14 x 20,5 cm  
€ 20,00  
9782073035059

Rights sold: Japanese, Greek, Albanian, Korean offer  
Sales in France: 51,000 copies  
Awards: Prix Renaudot des Lycéens

**Investigation**

Built like a detective novel, this fascinating and clever novel takes an unrelenting look at our idiosyncrasies and contemporary downward spirals.  
Hélène, a former police captain, returns to duty to track down a couple and their son who have mysteriously disappeared. She meets the last people to have been in touch with them. Ever since France entered the era of Transparency, men and women live in a harmonious world, free of evil, in which everyone lives under their neighbors’ protective gaze. But over the course of her investigation, Hélène uncovers a surprising and terrifying truth beneath this veneer of perfection.

**PANORAMA**

**Crime/Mystery**
A dazzling first novel freely inspired by the life of “The Shaved Woman of Chartres,” photographed by Robert Capa in June 1944, during the Liberation.

On August 16, 1944, the photographer Robert Capa immortalized a woman, her head shaved, leaning over her newborn, being booed by the crowd. In a deeply moving novel inspired by this image, Julie Héraclès tells the story of a woman who collaborated during the Occupation.

#Occupation
Short stories that talk to us about the lack of understanding between the East and the West, and more generally, between cultures.

In these 20 short stories, whether the author is describing post-Soviet Russia or Islamic fanaticism, he is always discussing – with indulgence, melancholy, and humor – the lack of understanding between the East and the West, and more widely, between cultures. The all-new story, “The Shipwrecked of the E19,” a dark Christmas tale, unveils the cynicism of our world. As though Tesson seeks to underhandedly remind us that to live, regardless of the place, is always to come down to earth with a bang.

#Journey

The poignant journey of a father toward his son after his wife’s death, in a wild and threatening natural setting.

Liam is a hunter and fisherman living in the inhospitable wild with his wife Ava and their 5-year-old son Aru. When he discovers that Ava has been killed by a bear after returning from hunting one day, he finds himself alone for the first time with Aru. At first he tries to entrust the boy to family members in town, but they refuse. Thus begins a journey on horseback that will forever change both of their lives.

#Paternity

**WE WERE WOLVES**

**ON ÉTAIT DES LOUPS**

Sylvain Tesson

304 pages

12 x 18,2 cm

€ 10,00

9782369145721

Rights sold:

Italy

Sales in France: 32,000 copies

Journey

SHORT STORIES

**VÉRIFICATION DE LA PORTE OPPOSÉE**

Sylvain Tesson

304 pages

12 x 18,2 cm

€ 10,00

9782369145721

Rights sold:

Italy

Sales in France: 32,000 copies

VÉRIFICATION DE LA PORTE OPPOSÉE

CHECKING THE OPPOSITE DOOR

WE WERE WOLVES

ON ÉTAIT DES LOUPS

SANDRINE COLLETTE

**On était des loups**

Novels/Fiction

**On était des loups**

**WE WERE WOLVES**

SANDRINE COLLETTE

208 pages

13 x 20,5 cm

€ 19,90

9782709670661

Rights sold:

USA, United Kingdom,
Italy, Sweden

Adaptations:
Film rights optioned

Awards:

Prix Jean Giono 2022,

Prix Renaudot des lycéens 2022

PRIX JEAN GIONO

2022

PRIX RENAUDOT DES LYCÉENS 2022

SANDRINE COLLETTE

**On était des loups**

WE WERE WOLVES

FOREIGN RIGHTS

Éva BREDIN-WACHTER

ebredin@jclattes.fr

FOREIGN RIGHTS

Christine BONNARD LEGRAND

christine.bonnardlegrand@libella.fr

www.editions-jclattes.fr

www.libella.fr
Élise Goldberg reinvents the familial novel by celebrating Yiddish and Ashkenazi cuisine in a melancholic and savory début. Ashkenazi cuisine may not be particularly Sexy and Yiddish hasn’t always been a standardized language. But they represent an array of flavors and colors, words and sounds, a culture and a history that Élise Goldberg recreates for us here, in a first novel that is both funny and moving.

#Cooking #Memory #Humor

Élise Goldberg

NOT EVERYONE IS LUCKY ENOUGH TO LIKE STUFFED CARP
TOUT LE MONDE N’A PAS LA CHANCE D’AIMER LA CARPE FARCIE

Élise Goldberg

Emmanuel Venet

BACKFIRE
CONTREFEU

A joyous tale of everyday small-mindedness and discreet praise for indecision.

In an imaginary small city in France, the cathedral burns down and collapses. Was it an accident or intentional? We’ll never know, but through this event, we will discover that the bishop is having a romantic affair with a parishioner. As for the rest, we explore the twists and turns of provincial social life, with protagonists who are all hiding their depravities, strengthening their alliances, and looking for the arsonist with varying degrees of determination.

#Society #Satire #Investigation

Emmanuel Venet
The Two Streams

Les Deux Beune

A burning novel about desire by one of the greatest authors in contemporary French literature.

In the early 1960s, a young man is sent to teach in a village in the Périgord region, a land of prehistoric caves, between Les Eyzies and Montignac. Dense, tense, full of brilliance and outbursts, the novel turns this place into the raw setting of a romantic quest. Yvonne, the beautiful newsdealer, carries within her the burning of desire, the mystery of the difference between the sexes – the origin of the world.

#Desire #Cave art

Francisco Bégaudeau

L'Amour

A novel that goes against the tide about the beauty of relationships that last a lifetime. Overwhelmingly true.

“I wanted to tell the story of love as it is experienced most of the time by most people: without crises or major events. Over the course of a lifetime, in springs that come and go. In the melancholy of things. It is nowhere and everywhere, it is even within time itself. Mr. and Mrs. Moreau will live side by side for 50 years, keeping each other company. That is the key word: they are companions. Only death will separate them, and not even that is a sure thing.”

François Bégaudeau

#Relationships
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Frédéric Lenoir

**L’Odyssee du sacré**

An astonishing journey, from prehistory to the present day, tracing the dawn of the sacred and the birth of the world and the gods. Why is man the only animal to have developed symbolic thought, an abstract language, and great collective narratives? Frédéric Lenoir retraces the history of humanity to understand what religions can teach us about Sapiens’ need to imagine a world beyond.

Hash Tags:
- Spirituality
- History
- Humanity

**Essay - Philosophy**

Olivier Babeau

**La tyrannie du divertissement**

How our use of free time has become a generator of inequality. Free time has made our era sick. Human beings have never had so much time to themselves. What do we do with it? This time is paradoxically controlled by others. The omnipresence of screens in our lives proves it. But free time also lays the groundwork for our inequalities. Each social group’s use of it fundamentally determines their differences. Without knowing it, we are experiencing a pastime crisis that bears the signs of deep social and political unrest.

Hash Tags:
- Hobbies
Funeral practices, managing the body, mourning, artistic representations: a world tour with respect to death according to cultures and eras.

Through the common thread of funeral rites, their temporality and materiality, the reader is invited to discover ancient practices, beliefs from elsewhere or universal invariables that invite us to rethink death and our relationship to the departed. From the first graves dated over 100,000 years ago to the “organic funerals” of the 21st century via the “Day of the Dead” or communication with the deceased, this book explores the diverse and rich world of death.

#Funeral rite #Mourning

A clear and concise graphic work to learn everything there is to know about biodiversity, the other major environmental topic of our time.

Isn’t it dangerous to worry more about the polar bear than the dung beetle? What role do micro-organisms play in the health of animals and the soil? How quickly does all of this evolve? What makes a species go extinct and how do we know if a species is endangered? What are the consequences? And... what can we do?

This work considers what we really know about biodiversity, as well as how that knowledge is constructed.
An original reflection on the relationship between book sciences and the social sciences, the history of ancient and medieval manuscripts in Europe and the Mediterranean.

An investigation into the creation, circulation, use, and sometimes destruction of manuscripts. From the earliest Etruscan linen copies to Greco-Roman wooden polyptychs, from Egyptian papyrus scrolls to early medieval parchment codices, Filippo Ronconi has studied hundreds of copies produced between the 5th century BC and the 13th century AD, in light of Greek, Latin, and Arabic literary and documentary sources.

#Manuscriptology #History of books
An intellectual history of the social sciences with a library of 101 books that broke new ground for this field after WWII.

What are the social sciences? What unifies them? There have been surveys and histories of disciplines within the social sciences (history, anthropology, sociology), but up until now, there has never been an intellectual history of the social sciences as a whole. Instead of presenting a fixed and frozen canon, this panoply of 101 books offers a moving, multiform landscape with no settled questions, only an ongoing series of new perspectives and challenges to previously established tenets.

#Social sciences #Theory
On this philosophical stroll, meet objects and places from everyday life that make you question your relationship to the world, others, and yourself.

The majority of our lives is occupied by seemingly commonplace experiences to which we don’t grant much importance: the foods we eat, the odors we smell, the conversations we have. We prefer to think about that which is extraordinary or unique. And yet, why should something that only happens once be more important than the ordinary? This book is an opportunity to use our everyday experiences to be astonished and to avoid spending our lives thinking the same thoughts over and over again.

#General public #Daily life

---

After Éloquence de la sardine (Fayard, 2019), Bill François explores the wonders of nature on our plates.

In this naturalist sampling, a pistachio enables us to understand the sexuality of plants and a lemon pie reveals the origins of life on Earth. Constantly making our mouths water, each ingredient shares the hidden side of its existence, its evolutions, and its ties to the human species. Mixing saucy anecdotes and savory tales, this whirlwind of true stories takes us on a journey through time and the mysteries of the living world.

#Food #Biodiversity #Stories
A fascinating account of the origins of our planet, from the creation of minerals to the formation of the landscapes we know today.

To understand the extraordinary history of our planet, we must go back to the origins of the universe, to the source of matter. Matter is what forms the ground below us, water, air, plants, animals, but also the paper of this book, its two authors, and all its readers. Once upon a time... Fasten your seatbelts! This journey will take you far, far away, from the infinitely large to the infinitely small, from the infinitely old to the infinitely young...

#History #Earth #Science
Dive into a fascinating era with this atlas that retraces in detail the history of the Homo genus. The first geographical atlas of the human population on Earth, this book explains our origins, how we spread out across the world, and why we are so different yet so similar. Analysis of the most recent data from interdisciplinary scientific research is supported by very rich illustrations with maps, diagrams, photographs, chronological tables, and reconstitutions in dermoplasty.

#Prehistory #Evolution #Humanity
The poignant testimony of Cypriots from the North and South about their island’s division, gathered by the authors during fieldwork from 1995 to 2004.

In Cyprus, independent since 1960, aggressive nationalist movements imported from Turkey and Greece resulted in the island’s division in 1974. Approximately a third of Cypriots experienced one or several forced exoduses and the island’s social fabric was destroyed. From 1995 to 2004, the authors listened to the people, especially on the Turkish side, which had previously been neglected in research. These testimonies express pain, but also hope for those trying to reconstruct a common memory.

#Cyprus #Division #Border

A must-read for creating an ecological culture and understanding the debates surrounding the environmental crisis.

The evidence is plain to see. There is indeed something new under the sun. The majestic physical and chemical processes that organize the Earth system, the evolutionary trajectory of the living world, the composition of the soil and water: everything now bears the mark of human activity. The consequences of global production efforts threaten our lives and social systems. They force us to rethink our relationship to knowledge, politics, and nature.

#Crisis #Environment #Philosophy
A book to understand the materiality and stakes at play in the digital world, through texts, maps, and infographics.

Artificial intelligence, fake news, hashtag, platforms, rare-earth metals, the cloud... These words reference technologies that are constantly evolving and whose complexity often escapes us. Digital technologies have conquered the planet. They have made us into connected beings; transformed how we communicate, meet, think, read, see, and represent the world; and disrupted classic economic models and how we work. Here is an atlas to understand this world.

#Internet #Economy #Artificial intelligence

---

A well-documented and illustrated book advocating for the creation of a right to toilets that would make urban spaces more pleasant. Mocked or overlooked, the topic of toilets touches on many of the world's major problems. A shortage of such amenities is a hindrance to equality and dignity for many people (such as women, the homeless, and slum-dwellers). This book is also an unexpected walk during which readers cross paths with a clockmaker from the 18th century, Victor Hugo, JC Decaux, Stalin, and Bill Gates, not to mention squalid conditions and passion, history and public policies, and tradition and innovation.

#Inequality #Public policy #Health
PIAF
A CRY TO GOD
PIAF
UN CRI VERS DIEU

For the 60th anniversary of Edith Piaf's death, Pierre Fesquet explores the famous singer's relationship to the Christian faith and spirituality.

Drawing on numerous testimonies and sources, this work demonstrates how Edith Piaf expressed an authentic search for faith, joy, and love through her work. She donated to church kitchens and even saved a priest from suicide through her song. Piaf's life was marked by numerous tragedies and bouts of excess that affected her health, including losing and then regaining her sight as a child after a pilgrimage. Despite, or through, the opaqueness of her existence, she always found hope in her faith.

#Édith Piaf #Song #Saints

TREASURES OF FRANCISCAN SPIRITUALITY FROM THE 20TH AND 21ST CENTURIES
TRÉSORS DE LA SPIRITUALITÉ FRANCISCaine AUX XXÈ ET XXIÈ SIÈCLES

Francis of Assisi continues to enthral us, and Franciscan spirituality continues to inspire us! How is one to explain such posterity?

The 160 texts in this book bear witness to the pertinence of his message: wonder, praise, respect for Creation, humility, joy, peace, poverty, fraternity. A message that goes far beyond the Franciscan world, as demonstrated by the diverse profiles of the 140 authors here (writers, poets, priests, scientists, historians, artists, politicians, activists). A collection of enlightening texts for daily meditation, as we reflect on ourselves, our visions of the world, and our thirst for spirituality.

#Franciscan #Meditation #Francis of Assisi
SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, MEDICINE

FLAMMARION

> The Sea Geniuses
**Les Génies des Mers**

Quand les animaux marins définissent les sciences

**Bill François**

272 pages
17 x 24 cm
€ 25,00
9782080264022

Sales in France: 3,000 copies

**The Sea Geniuses**

A passionate storyteller, in this magnificently illustrated book, the author deciphers the incredible powers of marine animals. He explains the physical mechanisms that, underwater, make the impossible possible, with accessible scientific explanations that aren't lacking in humor. Once you know how to observe them, fish, mollusks, and shellfish become engineers, seafarers, champion painters, and doctors of the future. An indispensable book for everyone who loves the sea, and science!

#Marine biodiversity #Marine animals #Popular sciences
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TYALGR
- Accounting with SAP
- From Procedural ABAP to Objects
- Understanding and Applying SQL in ABAP
**ACeOUNTING WITH SAP**
EFFORTLESS BASIC ACCOUNTING ENTERIES WITH SAP ECC6

PRATIQUER LA COMPTABILITÉ SUR SAP
FAIRE SANS EFFORTS SUR SAP ECC6
LES ÉCRITURES COMPTABLES DE BASE

*Accounting with SAP.*
A book for learning how to do accounting with SAP.

Yann Szwec
Djibiriro M'Bow

350 pages
21 x 29.7 cm
€ 45,00
9782953640809

Sales in France: 3,000 copies

**FROM PROCEDURAL ABAP TO OBJECTS**
TRAIN YOURSELF IN ABAP OBJECTS, EVOLVE IN TIME WITH SAP

DE L'ABAP PROCÉDURAL À L'OBJET
S'AUTO FORMER À L'ABAP OBJET, VOLUER EN MÊME TEMPS QUE SAP

*ABAP Objects, pure and simple.*
A book for learning ABAP Objects programming.

Yann Szwec

425 pages
21 x 29.7 cm
€ 65,00
9782953640816

Sales in France: 3,000 copies
UNDERSTANDING AND APPLYING SQL IN ABAP
TAKE CONTROL OF YOUR TRAJECTORY AND YOUR FUTURE

COMPRENDRE ET APPLIQUER LE SQL EN ABAP
MAÎTRISER SON ÉVOLUTION ET SON DEVENIR SOUMETTRE

Practicing SQL in ABAP
A book for learning SQL.

Yann Szwec
Stephane Leguen

425 pages
21 x 29.7 cm
€ 45.00
978-2953640823

Sales in France: 3,000 copies
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- My Grammar Book
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PRESSES DE L’INALCO
- Spoken Tibetan
MY GRAMMAR BOOK
MA GRAMMAIRE

My Illustrated grammar book for learning French!

- Anne-Cécile Couderc
- Series: Ma première
- 256 pages
- 21.3 x 28.6 cm
- € 16.70
- 9782090351651
- Foreign Rights: Marie-Charlotte SERIO
- mserio@cle-inter.com

A playful grammar book for the youngest learners.

- My First Grammar Book is an illustrated grammar book for the first years of learning French, intended for children and young adolescents. It enables students to acquire the necessary knowledge for the DELF.

French as Foreign Language

#Grammar #Children
French as Foreign Language

**Practice Revision B1**

**Pratique Révisions B1**

*Working and improving through practice.*

*Practice Revision B1* is intended for adults and older teenagers (beginners and false beginners). It enables them to review French vocabulary, grammar, and conjugation or to perfect their knowledge through practice.

#Revisions #Exercises #B1